Problem solvers, both human and machine, have at their disposal many heuristics that may support effective search. The efficacy of these heuristics, however, varies with the problem class, and their mutual interactions may not be well understood. The long-term goal of our work is to learn how to select appropriately from among a large body of heuristics, and how to combine them into a mixture that works well on a specific class of problems. The principal result reported here is that randomly chosen subsets of heuristics can improve the identification of an appropriate mixture of heuristics. A self-supervised learner uses this method here to learn to solve constraint satisfaction problems quickly and effectively.
Introduction
A good combination of heuristics can outperform even the best individual heuristic. Even well-trusted individual heuristics vary dramatically on their performance on different classes. Some traditionally good heuristics actually perform quite poorly compared to their duals (opposites) when the problems have specific structure. It is difficult to predict which heuristics will perform best on a set of problems. Hence, we argue for the selection of a mixture of heuristics from among a large, contradictory set.
Nonetheless, learning with a large, inconsistent set of heuristics presents considerable challenges. A selfsupervised learner that gleans its training instances from problem traces requires solved problems. If such a learner is forced to work within a resource limit, and with many search heuristics of uncertain quality, it is put at a considerable disadvantage. Rather than use all the heuristics at once, our method consults a new, randomly-selected subset of them for each learning problem. As a result, the solver learns effective combinations of heuristics for challenging problems under a reasonable resource limit. The thesis of this work is that randomly chosen subsets from a large pool of general, potentially inappropriate heuristics, can support the creation of a small, weighted mixture of heuristics that effectively guides search. Our principle result is a demonstration of this idea in heuristic-guided global search to solve constraint satisfaction problems.
After a review of constraint satisfaction and related work, we describe how mixtures of preference heuristics are learned. Subsequent sections describe the potential benefits of learning from subsets of a large set of heuristics, describe our experiments, and discuss the results.
Constraint satisfaction problems
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is a set of variables, their associated domains, and a set of constraints, expressed as relations over subsets of those variables. A solution to a CSP is an instantiation of all its variables that satisfies all the constraints. A binary CSP has constraints on at most two variables. Such a CSP can be represented as a constraint graph, where vertices correspond to the variables (labeled by their domains), and each edge represents a constraint between its respective variables. Constraint satisfaction search heuristics either select the next variable to be assigned a value (variable-ordering heuristics) or the next value to assign to that variable (value-ordering heuristics).
A class is a set of CSPs with the same characterization. For example, binary CSPs in model B are characterized by <n, m, d, t>, where n is the number of variables, m the maximum domain size, d the density (fraction of edges out of n(n-1)/2 possible edges) and t the tightness (fraction of possible value pairs that each constraint excludes) (Gomes, Fernandez, et al., 2004) . A class can also mandate some non-random structure on its problems. For example, a composed problem consists of a subgraph called its central component loosely joined to one or more subgraphs called satellites (Aardal, Hoesel, et al., 2003) .
Finding a CSP solution is an NP-complete problem; the worst-case cost is exponential in n for any known algorithm. Often, however, a CSP can be solved with a cost much smaller than the worst case. CSPs in the same class are ostensibly similar, but there is evidence that their difficultly may vary substantially for a given search algorithm (Hulubei and O'Sullivan, 2005) .
Related work
There are several reasons why a combination of heuristics can offer improved performance, compared to a single expert (Valentini and Masulli, 2002) . There may be no single heuristic that is best on all the problems. A combination of heuristics could thus enhance the accuracy and reliability of the overall system. On limited training data, different candidate heuristics may appear equally accurate. In this case, one could better approximate the unknown, correct heuristic by averaging or mixing candidates, rather than selecting one (Dietterich, 2000) . The performance of algorithms that combine experts (equivalent in this context to heuristics) has been theoretically analyzed for supervised learning compared to the best individual expert (Kivinen and Warmuth, 1999) . Under the worst-case assumption, even when the best expert is unknown (in an online setting), mixture-of-experts algorithms have been proved asymptotically close to the behavior of the best expert (Kivinen and Warmuth, 1999) .
Randomization is common in CSP search. Randomly selected points diversify local search to try to escape local minima (Selman, et al., 1996) . Global search restarts with a degree of randomness to compensate for heavy tails in the search cost distribution (Gomes, Selman, et al., 2000) . Randomness can be introduced to break ties in variable and value selection, to decide whether to apply inference procedures after a value assignment, or to select a backtrack point (Gomes, 2003; Lynce, Baptista, et al., 2001 ).
Solving with a mixture of heuristics
When ACE (the Adaptive Constraint Engine) learns to solve a class of CSPs, it customizes a weighted mixture of heuristics for the class (Epstein, Freuder, et al., 2005) . ACE is based on FORR, an architecture for the development of expertise from multiple heuristics (Epstein, 1994) . Heuristics are implemented by procedures called Advisors.
The search algorithm (in Figure 1 ) alternately selects a variable and then selects a value for it from its domain. The size of the resultant search tree depends upon the order in which values and variables are selected. Each Advisor can comment upon any number of choices (variables or values), and each comment has a strength that indicates its degree of support for the choice. For example, if an Advisor is given {A, B, C} and comments {(10, A), (9, C)}, it prefers A to C and does not recommend B. The Advisors referenced in this paper are described in the appendix.
After a value assignment, some form of inference detects values that are incompatible with the current instantiation. Here we use the MAC-3 algorithm to maintain arc consistency during search (Sabin and Freuder, 1994) . MAC-3 temporarily removes currently unsupportable values to calculate dynamic domains that reflect the current instantiation. If every value in any variable's domain is inconsistent, the current partial instantiation cannot be extended to a solution, so some retraction method is applied. Here we use chronological backtracking: the subtree (digression) rooted at an inconsistent node is pruned, and the most recent value assignment(s) withdrawn.
ACE's Advisors are organized into three tiers. The decision-making described here focuses on the heuristic Advisors in tier 3. When a decision is passed to tier 3, all its Advisors are consulted together, and a selection is made by voting: the action with the greatest sum of weighted strengths over all the comments is executed.
Each tier-3 Advisor's heuristic view is based on a descriptive metric. For each metric, there is a dual pair of Advisors, one that favors smaller values for the metric and one that favors larger values. Typically, one Advisor from each pair is reported as a good heuristic in the CSP literature, but ACE implements both of them. Two benchmark Advisors, one for value selection and one for variable selection, generate random comments as a lower bound for performance and are excluded from decision making.
Learning from search experience
Given a class of problems, ACE's goal is to select Advisors and learn weights for them so that the decisions supported by the largest weighted combination of strengths lead to effective search. ACE uses a weight-learning algorithm to update its weight profile, the set of weights for its tier-3 Advisors. As in Figure 2 , the learner gleans training instances from its own (likely imperfect) successful searches, and uses them to refine its search algorithm before it continues to the next problem. Positive training instances are those made along an error-free path extracted from a solution trace. Negative training instances are value selections at the root of a digression, as well as variable selections whose subsequent value assignment fails. Decisions made within a digression are not considered. ACE does a form of self-supervised reinforcement learning. The only information available to it comes from (Petrovic and Epstein, 2006b ). The relative support of an Advisor for a choice is the normalized difference between the strength the Advisor assigned to that choice and the average strength it assigned to all available choices. Under RSWL, an Advisor is deemed to support an action if its relative support for that action is positive. RSWL calculates credits and penalties based on relative support. RSWL also estimates how constrained the problem was at the time of the training instance, in the spirit of (Gent, Prosser, et al., 1999) . To reduce computational overhead here, we simply use the number of available choices. Our rationale is that the penalty for making an incorrect decision from among only a few choices should be larger than the penalty from among many.
Motivation for using a large set of heuristics
The choice of appropriate heuristics from the many touted in the constraint literature is non-trivial. Even well-trusted individual heuristics vary dramatically in their performance on different classes. Consider, for example, the nonuniform performance in Table 1 , as measured by average steps (variable selections or value selections). Traditional, off-the-shelf heuristics were used individually on 20 problems from each of 2 challenging classes. (Definitions for all heuristics appear in the appendix.) Max degree does about half as much work as Min domain on the first class, but more work on the second.
Some traditionally good heuristics actually perform quite poorly compared to their duals (opposites) when the problems have non-random structure. Consider, for example, the performance of 3 pairs of duals on 100 class C problems in Table 2 . Here, class C problems are composed, with a central component in <22, 6, 0.6, 0.1>, one satellite in <8, 6, 0.72, 0.45>, and links between them with density 0.115 and tightness 0.05. The traditionally good heuristic Max degree fails to find any solution to 19 problems within 10,000 steps, while its dual solves all the problems successfully. In several real-world problems a dual has also been shown superior to the traditional heuristic (Petrie and Smith, 2003; Otten, Grönkvist, et al., 2006; Lecoutre, Boussemart, et al., 2004) . To achieve good performance, therefore, it is advisable to consider both the maximizing and minimizing versions of a heuristic's metric.
A good combination of heuristics can outperform even the best individual heuristic, as Table 3 demonstrates. Indeed, a good pair of heuristics, one for variable selection and the other for value selection can perform significantly better than an individual one. (Note too that some combinations of traditionally good heuristics are far better than others.) The last line of Table 3 demonstrates that combinations of more than two heuristics can further improve performance.
Updating one subset of Advisors at a time
As illustrated, it is difficult to predict which heuristics will perform best on a set of problems. If one begins with a large initial list of heuristics, it probably contains many that perform poorly on a particular class of problems (classinappropriate heuristics) and others that perform well (class-appropriate heuristics). On challenging problems, learning with all these heuristics presents two difficulties for the self-supervised learner. First, many classinappropriate heuristics may combine to make bad choices, and thereby make it difficult to solve the problem within a reasonable step limit. Because only solved problems provide training instances for weight learning, no learning takes place until some problem is solved. Second, classinappropriate heuristics occasionally acquire high weights when an initial problem is easy, and then control subsequent decisions, so that either the problems go unsolved or the class-inappropriate heuristics receive additional rewards. ACE is able to recover (correct weights) gradually from such a situation, but recovery is faster under full restart, where ACE recognizes that its current learning attempt is not promising, abandons the responsible training problems, and restarts the entire learning process (Petrovic and Epstein, 2006a) . In this paper, ACE has recourse to full restart, but rarely resorts to it. Learning from random subsets is a new approach (in Figure 3 ) that addresses both these issues in self-supervised learning. For each problem, ACE randomly selects a new subset of all the Advisors (here, a random subset ), consults them, makes decisions based on their comments, and updates only their weights. Our premise is that eventually a random subset with a majority of class-appropriate heuristics will solve some problem, and that further learning from random subsets will produce an adequate weight profile for challenging problems. Initially, all Advisors' weights are set to 0.05.
Under a reasonable resource limit, when classinappropriate heuristics predominate in a random subset, the problem is unlikely to be solved and no learning will occur. When class-appropriate heuristics predominate in a random subset S and they solve the problem, all participating Advisors will have their weights adjusted. On the next problem, the new random subset S¢ likely contains some new, low-weight Advisors and some reselected from S. Any previously-successful Advisors from S that are selected for S¢ will have larger positive weights than the other Advisors, and will therefore heavily influence decisions during search. If S succeeded because it contained more class-appropriate than class-inappropriate heuristics, S « S¢ is also likely to have more class-appropriate heuristics and thereby solve the new problem, so again those that participate in correct decisions will be rewarded. On the other hand, in the less likely case that the majority of S«S¢ consists of reinforced, class-inappropriate heuristics, the problem will likely go unsolved, and the class-inappropriate heuristics will not be rewarded further. In the rare case of repeated failure, RSWL resorts to full restart for recovery.
Any reduction in overall computation time here results mostly from the exploration of fewer partial instantiations. Individual decision time is not directly proportional to the number of selected Advisors. This is primarily because a pair of Advisors that minimize or maximize the same metric share the same major computational cost: calculating their common metric. For example, the bulk of the work for Min Product Domain Value lies in its one-step lookahead: calculating the products of the domain sizes of the neighbors after each potential value assignment. Consulting only Min Product Domain Value and not Max Product Domain Value will therefore not significantly reduce computational time. Moreover, the metrics for some Advisors are based upon metrics already calculated for others. For example, dynamic domain/weighted-degree is based on weighted degree and dynamic domain, and is therefore relatively inexpensive if those metrics are in use by other Advisors.
Experimental design
We tested learning from random subsets on two CSP classes that are particularly difficult for their size (n and m). (Indeed, some of them appeared in the First International Constraint Solver Competition at CP-2005.) <50, 8, 0.38, 0.8> has many variables and relatively small domains; <20, 30, 0.444, 0.5> has fewer variables but larger domains. We also tested on problems from class C (defined earlier) and the somewhat easier <30, 8, 0.31, 0.34>.
A run in ACE is a learning phase followed by a testing phase. During learning, failure on 7 of the last 13 tasks triggered a full restart. At most 2 full restarts were permitted; after 20 problems that did not trigger a restart, the learning phase terminated. Problems were not reused during learning, even with full restart. During ACE's testing phase it attempts to solve a sequence of fresh problems with learning turned off, using only those Advisors whose weight exceeds that of their respective benchmarks. For each problem class, every testing phase used the same 20 problems. (The same problems were also used in Tables 1  and 3 .) In <50, 8, 0.38, 0.8>, the step limits on individual problems were 100,000 during both the learning and testing phases. For the problems in <20, 30, 0.444, 0.5>, which are somewhat easier, the step limit was 10,000 during The Search algorithm is defined in Figure 1 .
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learning, and 100,000 during testing. In these experiments, ACE began with 42 tier-3 Advisors, described in the appendix: 28 for variable ordering and 14 for value ordering. There were three types of experiments for each class; each with a different way to choose the heuristics applied to each problem:
• Use all the Advisors on every problem.
• Choose a fixed percentage f of the variable-ordering Advisors and f of the value-ordering Advisors, without replacement. We tested both f = 0.3 and f = 0.7.
• For each problem, select a random percentage r in [0.2, 0.8]. Choose r of the variable-ordering Advisors and r of the value-ordering Advisors, without replacement. All results reported here are averaged over 5 runs.
Results
ACE with RSWL could find an initial solution and then go on to learn successfully both in composed class C and in <30, 8, 0.31, 0.34>. They served only to confirm that learning with random subsets does not harm performance on problem classes where it is unnecessary. (Details omitted.)
In <50, 8, 0.38, 0.8> and <20, 30, 0.444, 0.5> , however, when all the Advisors were included on every learning problem, there were often many consecutive unsolved problems before the first weights could be learned. We report here on the percentage of learning problems that went unsolved, and the percentage unsolved before any weights had been learned (early failures). We also report the percentage of problems that went unsolved during testing (out of 20), and the number of steps across all testing problems. Table 4 demonstrates the difficulties in learning on hard problems with a large body of heuristics, when all the Advisors are consulted. In the first, fourth and fifth runs, after some failures, the learner was able to solve a problem, learn weights and achieve good testing performance. The second run produced high weights for class inappropriate heuristics, and did not recover, so testing performance was poor. In the third run, not a single problem was solved during learning. With the resultant unweighted combination of all 42 Advisors, 65% of the testing problems went unsolved. Experiments with more frequent full restarts produced better overall performance, but still did not eliminate inadequate runs. (Data omitted.) Table 5 demonstrates the advantages of learning from random subsets. When Advisors were randomly selected for each task, performance improved: there were no inadequate runs, and the percentage of unsolved problem and the percentage of early failures was reduced. Table 5 also indicates how the size of the random subsets affects performance in both classes. More learning problems go unsolved with smaller (30% vs. 70%) random subsets, probably because the overlap among random subsets is smaller.
On the harder <50, 8, 0.38, 0.8> class, with random subsets of 70%, the relatively high average decision steps on testing problems was due to a single run in which the variable Advisors received weights very similar to those in successful runs, but the value Advisors did not recover from incorrect initial weights. Because the variableordering weight profile was good, enough learning problems were solved to complete the phase. This was the only occasion on which such behavior developed.
One issue with the use of random subsets is how to determine a good subset size. When a random subset is too small, even if class-appropriate heuristics receive high weights, subsequent random subsets may not include any of them. On the other hand, if we assume that there are many more class-inappropriate than class-appropriate heuristics, a random subset that is too large may never have a majority of class-appropriate heuristics, and thus rarely solve problems. The experiments that permitted the size of the random subset to vary within [0.2, 0.8] during learning show no negative effect on either learning or testing performance. Moreover, on <50, 8, 0.38, 0.8> they produced the best testing performance. Our intuition is that, with varying subset size, the smaller subsets ensure that one with a majority of class-appropriate heuristics is eventually selected, while the large subsets give more Advisors an opportunity to participate.
Another issue is how to synchronize the influences of variable and value Advisors. There remains the possibility that highly weighted, class-appropriate variable Advisors solve the problem, but class-inappropriate value heuristics are also reinforced. We are currently examining other parameters for learning from random subsets. These include the learning step limit, the termination criteria for learning, full restart parameters and the constrainedness of the problem class. Particular attention will be paid to the size of the initial set of Advisors and synergies among them, given the "promise" and "fail-first" policies studied by (Wallace, 2006) . Another approach would be to select Advisors probabilistically, based on their current weights. This would increase the likelihood that successful Advisors would be reselected. We intend to use boosting to ensure that learning is not limited to easy problems (Schapire, 1990) .
We also plan to explore ways to eliminate underperforming Advisors during learning. Meanwhile, we have demonstrated that random subset learning performs significantly better than learning with a large set of Advisors. It manages a substantial set of heuristics, most of which may be class-inappropriate and contradictory. Learning with random subsets relieves the user of the burden of selecting search heuristics for a solver, an important step toward automated problem solving.
